
Introductory Media Analysis Assignment  
(AKA: The ‘Your Fav is Problematic’ Assignment)  

 
Due: Sunday February 5th by 11:59 pm via Compass 
 
Prompt:  
Consider the following passages from the bell hooks interview transcript you read the 
first week of class as she discussed Hoop Dreams, a film she enjoyed but took issue 
with.  
 
“It's always difficult when I want people to see that I can be deeply moved by a film and 
at the same time see the kind of dilemmas that are involved in the production of certain 
kinds of representations. 
 
I mean what really struck me about Hoop Dreams was that it presented itself initially as 
a critique of certain aspects of American sports, American idealism, American notion of 
democratic access to success....But in fact, as the film develops it re-inscribed those 
values as the important values” (9)  
 
bell hooks is arguing, essentially, that while she found Hoop Dreams set up interesting 
critiques of the “the American Dream,” it ended up reinforcing those ideals instead of 
subverting them.  
 
This assignment asks you to undertake a similar critique. In an effort to embrace 
nuance, you will pick a media text you enjoy and are very familiar with and then critically 
engage with its ideologies and representations. Specifically -- what is a subversive, 
interesting, progressive, engaging, critical, or insightful about the way that the text 
engages with gender and sexuality AND what is regressive, problematic, or hegemonic 
about the way the text engages with gender and sexuality? Remember to consider how 
gender/sexuality intersects with race, class, ability, religion, age etc within the  text.   
 
Your paper is fairly short -- so don’t try to cover EVERYTHING. Pick just one aspect for 
each section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Specifics 
3-4 pages (double-spaced) in length.  
 
While this paper will not require extensive research, you will need to provide some basic 
information about the text you have chosen. For example, if you are looking at a tv show 
you will need to let us know things like: When did the show air? What network did it 
appear on? How many seasons did it last/ currently exist? Who is the creator? What’s 
the show about? Think about what information is necessary to the reader to understand 
your analysis if they aren’t familiar with the text.  
 
In your introduction, you will include what media text you have chosen and what 
argument you will be making. You will need a thesis statement that lays out the 
argument that you will build.  
It will likely look something like:  
While [media text] [does this thing well], it also [something you think is 
problematic]. 
 
This analysis does not require academic sources but does require you to support a 
focused argument. This means that you will need to bring in specific examples from the 
media text. These could be scenes, character arcs, song lyrics, plotlines, etc. If you are 
addressing a multi-season show or a video game series (or other long text), you will 
need to find a way to narrow the scope of your argument. This could be done by, for 
example, focusing on a specific plot point, episode, or character arc.  
 
Your paper should have this basic structure: 
Introduction (0.5 - 1 page in length)  
Strengths of the text (1-1.5 pages) 
Weaknesses of the text (1-1.5 pages) 
Conclusion (0.5 pages) 


